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Abst rac t  
Given a nonlinear system we determine a relation between con- 
trollability distributions defined for a nonlinear system and a Tay- 
lor series approximation of it. Special attention is given to this 
relation at the e,quilibrium. It is known from nonlinear control the- 
ory that the solvability conditions as well as the solutions to some 
control synthesis problems can be stated in terms of geometric 
concepts like controlled invariant (controllability) distributions. 
Here, by dealing with a k-th Taylor series approximation of the 
system, we are able to decide when the solvability conditions of 
this kind of problems are equivalent for the nonlinear system and 
its approximation. Additionally, we will distinguish some cases 
when the solution obtained from the approximated system is an 
approximation of an exact solution for the original problem. Some 
examples illustrate the results. 
1. In t roduct ion  
For decades i t  has been common practice of control engineers 
to solve nonlinear control synthesis problems by using a linear ap- 
proximation of the nonlinear system around an  operating point 
and after application of linear control techniques, use the result- 
ing linear solution as a linear approximation of a true solution 
for the original nonlinear control problem, see e.g. [SMl], [Sh12], 
[THN], and other applications. That this approach is in some 
cases successful for specific control objectives like input-output de- 
coupling, model matching, etc., is partially understood, see [GN], 
[HN], [vdW], [RNl], [RNL],[vdS]. However, it is not a general rule 
that this linearization procedure is always justified. That is, even 
in the case when a particular nonlinear control problem is solv- 
able for the nonlinear system and for the linearization, still the 
solutions of the linear problem do not necessarily act as a first 
order approximation of a solution for the nonlinear problem, as it 
is stated as a principle in [SI, (pag.5). 
In a practical situation it is an advantage to realize to what extent 
the solution for a particular control problem obtained by using a 
linearization of the nonlinear system, can be used as an approxi- 
mation of any true solution for the original problem. Certainly, the 
intuitive idt.ii that  a higher order Taylor series approximation for 
C will provide 'better' results than just the standard linearization 
or the second order approxiination and so forth, is not completely 
false. 
In nonlinear control theory, differential geometric concepts as con- 
trolled invariant and controllability distributions play a funda- 
mental role in the solution of synthesis problems like disturbance 
decoupling, input-output decoupling, etc., (see [NvtlS],[I],[HG]). 
Not only the solvability conditions of this kind of problems can be 
stated in terms of these distributions but also these distributions 
are fundamental to characterize all solutions for a phrticular con- 
trol problem, see e.g. [NvdS],[HG],[I] and [G] in a linear context. 
We consider nonlinear analytic control systems of the form: 
m 
1=1 
X = f ( x )  + ,E gi(2)ui = f(x) + g(x)u, 
yi=hi(z) ,  2 E z={l ,...,nz}, 
defined on an open neighborhood hi of xo in R", where xo is 
an equilibrium point for C, i.e., f(z0) = 0, h ( ~ )  = 0, h := 
( h l , .  . . , h,)=. Without loss of generality we assuiiie troughout 
50 = 0. 
We approximate the system C and thus the vectorfields f,gl , ..  . , 
g,, and the output functions h l , .  . . , h,, by means of a Taylor 
series expansion of f, 91,. . . ,gmr respectively, hl,  . . . , h,, around 
the equilibrium point 0. Regarding C as a system locally defined 
about 0 we denote the k-th order approximation of Y as: 
m 
c = l  
i = fk(x) + ,E f p ( Z ) U i  = f"Z) -t gk-'(z)u, 
y! = I $ ( , ) ,  i E m., 
here f k ,  respectively hk,  is the k-th order approxiriation of f, 
respectively h, about the equilibrium and g!-' is the ( E  - 1)-th 
order Taylor series of gi about 0. Clearly, Sk is defined on the 
same state space as C. 
Suppose we want to solve the input-output decoupling problem 
for a given system E. It is well known that all solutions to this 
problem are characterized by means of a set of maximal control- 
lability distributions contained in the kernel of the output map, 
[HG]. Now, we may handle this problem as a 'control engineer' 
and attempt to solve the control problem by solving the analog 
control objective associated with a E-th order aproximation of C. 
With the hope that the solution obtained serves as a k-th order 
approximation of a true solution for C, we would in general, as will 
be shown, have made an incorrect conclusion, unless, as happens 
in exceptional cases, the above mentioned maximal controllability 
distributions agree with those of the system C in a neighborhood 
of the equilibrium. 
For this reason we concentrate on the analysis of geometric o b  
jects inherent to the system C and Ck. In particular we will define 
controllability distributions for both systems and investigate the 
relation between these objects. Special interest has its relation at  
the equilibrium. Although we do not treat in detail how a solution 
based on Ckapproximates a true solution for the problem defined 
for 2, the analysis of these specific distributions constitute a use- 
ful tool to deal with this question. 
The problem of approximating a nonlinear system in a suitable 
manner is quite popular, see e.g. [HI, [B], [Cr]. All these refer- 
ences differ substantially from our work in a t  least two aspects. 
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First of all, the approximation we use, though only of interest 10- 
cally about 5 = 0, is defined on the same state space and not on 
a possible larger state space. Secondly, in contrast to the fore- 
mentioned works, we concentrate on tools that are of interest in 
synthesis problems as input-output decoupling, etc. Of course, a 
similar study starting with the work of e.g. [II] instead of the Tay- 
lor series used here, seems possible. In [Iil],  a nonlinear change 
of coordinates and feedback are used to construct linear approxi- 
In connection with this algorithm we make some standard assump- 
tions. 
 ti^^ 2 
(i) For each k 2 1, there exists an integer k*(b'(C)) 2 0 such 
that the Algorithm terminates when applied to C ( C k ) .  
(ii) n t i  E Ar, has constant dimension On 
mations that are accurate to higher orders, see also [F;2],[K3]. 
The analysis follows basically the same philosophy of [RN2] where 
controlled invariant distributions defined for Ck and Ck+' were 
studied. 
The main result of the paper is contained in section 4 in which we 
relate the maximal controllability distributions contained in the 
kernel of the output map defined for C and Y k .  In section 2 we 
fix our notation and recall some basic definitions. Section 3 deals 
with maximal controllability distributions contained in 231 (the 
tangent space of M), defined for E and C k .  Finally. conclusions 
are drawn in section 5. 
2. Preliminaries 
With respect to the nonlinear systems C a.nd C k  we will im- 
pose throughout the following conditions on the inpui vectorfields 
g(gk-') and the output maps h ( h k ) ,  respectively. Define G := 
span{gl ,..., g,,,}, Gk := span{&' ,..., gL-'} and dh respec- 
tively dkk the codistributions span {dhl, . . , ,dh,},respectively, 
span { dh.f ,..., dhk}. 
Assumption 1 
Consider the systems C and C k ,  k 2 1. Assume that: 
(i) dim G = dim Gk = m on Af. 
(ii) dim dh = dim dhk = m on A l .  
The following definitions of involutive and controlled invariant 
distributions are the starting point in of section 4. 
We say that a distribution A is involutive if [X, Y ]  C A for all 
Definition 2.1 ([NvdS]): A C" constant dimensional involutive 
distribution A is said to be controlled i n v ~ r i ~ n t  if there exists a 
Cw regular static state feedback 
X , Y  E A. 
21. = a ( x )  +@(.)U (1) 
with a : M --i R", : hf -+ Elmxrn, p(z)  a nonsingular ma- 
trix for all 2 E hf and U $ R" such that after applying (1) to C 
the modified vectorfields f := f + ga, i j ,  := ( g p ) ; ,  i E E, satisfy 
[ f ,X]  c A, bi,X] c A, i E 112, for all X 6 A. 
In section 4 the notion of maximal controllability distribution in 
ker dh is used. We give now a formal definition of this concept. 
First, let C ( x ) ,  the accessibility distribution for C, be the the 
smallest involutive distribution in TAf invariant under f which 
contains the vectorfields {gl, . . . ,gm}. 4 maximal controllability 
distribution is an involutive distribution that contains a distribu- 
tion G c G and which is invariant under f and i j ; ,  i E m, for 
some feedback (1). 
Denote by A*(A;), (lT*(rlz)), the maximal controlled invariant 
distribution (maximal controllability distribution) contained in 
ker dh (ker dhk) of C ( E k ) ,  respectively. An algorithm to compute 
n*, which plays a decisive role in this paper, is taken from [I]: 
Algorit  hili 
n, = A'OG, 
np+l = A* n w , m  + 2: [gi, n , ~  t G), P 2 0. 
, = I  
(iii) The distribution 4. has constant dimension on M. 
R e m a r k  2.2 The Algorithm provides a sequence of nonincreasing 
distributions and it terminates whenever IIfi+l = II,,, for some 
p 2 0, [I]. Moreover, since dim ker dh = n - m and thus dim 
A* 5 n - rn then dim II* 5 n - m .  
Actually, C ( x )  associated to C can be computed by applying the 
Algorithm and replacing A* by T M .  C ( r )  is usually called the 
strong accessibility distribution of E. Here we will investigate in 
which cases does there exist a relation between C(z) and C k ( z )  
at the equilibrium. The relevance of knowing such a relation is 
better appreciated if we recall that the system C is said to be 
locally strong accessible about 0 if and only if dim C(0) = n, [SJ]. 
Therefore, a relation of C(0)  with C'(0) can be useful to recognize 
accessibility properties of C by a hopefully simpler analysis of Ck. 
In the next section we distinguish some cases in which we can 
relate the distributions C(z) of C with Ck(x)  of C k  and their 
relation a t  the equilibrium. 
3. Accessibility Distr ibut ions for C a n d  C' 
To give an insight of the problem we start by studying the accessi- 
bility distribution defined for C and its first order approximation 
Cl. 
The first order approximation of C is given by 
C' { i = A z + B i i ,  g=cz, 
with A := EfCO), B := C(O), C := z(O), ir 6 R" and E R". 
The distribution C1(z) reduces in this case to the well known 
controllability subspace of E'. 
C1(z) G C ' ( 0 )  the controllability subspace of C', then R is given 
as: 
That is, if we denote by R 
R :=< A I ImB >= span { B ,  AB, .  . .,A"-'B}. (2) 
Our interest now is to compare the controllability subspace R 
defined for C' with the maximal controllability distribution C(z) 
associated with C, at  the equilibrium. To do so, we may consider 
the linear subspace R as a flat distribution on TM. In general, we 
have that C1(0) C(0) .  If C'(0) = C(0)  always holds, we could 
deduce local accessibility properties of C based on an analysis of 
the controllability subspace of the linearization. That is, if dim 
C'(0) = n then necessarily C(0)  = C'(0)  and thus C should be 
locally strong accessible at  0. This fact can be concluded from 
[Su]. But since in general, C'(0) # G(O), the next obvious step 
would be to perform a second order approximation of C, denoted 
as C2, and compare C'(0) with C(0). Intuitively, we expect that 
C'(0) C C(0) .  However, it will turn out that this is not always 
the case. Some examples of this phenomena are in orcler. For this 
we introduce some extra notation. 
Let C;, i = 0,1,. . . , he a set of distributions ass+.-iated with 
Ckdefined as: 
C;(S) = span{g:-', . . . , g ~ - ' } (  r )  
(3) c;(z) = span {[x,, [. . . , [~1,g:-']]](x) t c C,"(x), j E EL), 
for i = 1 ,2 , .  . . , and S j  any vectorfield in the set {fk, & I , .  . . , 
gk-;'}. In a similar way we define the distributions Ci(.) i = 
0,1,. .. , for C. Note that the distributions C;k(o), i = 0,1,. .. 
defined in (3) correspond to the Algorithm with A* replaced by 
TAI. 
i -1 
e=o 
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Example  3.1 Consider the nonlinear systems 
c : x = g1(z)u1 + g2(z)u2, C2 : x = g:(s)ul+ g:(z)uz; 
a(.) = (1 + X P ,  1,1,0,  O)* I g2(z) = ( 4 , 1  + 1 3  + Z:, 0 , 1 , 4 =  7 
g:(z)= (1 +z2 ,1 ,1 ,0 ,0)T,  d(z) = (0 ,1+z3,011,0)T.  
In this example we have that C(0)  c C2(0) but not C(0) = 
C2(0), i.e., a t  the equilibrium point (10, 110) = ( O , O ) ,  the maxi- 
mal controllability distribution associated with C is 'strictly En- 
cluded' in the analogue controllability distribution defined for C2. 
To see this note that Ci(0) = Co(O), C:(O) = C1(0), Cz(0) = 
C2(0) and Cz(0) = C(0)  with 
C ~ ( O )  = span {( 1 1 1 O O )*,( O 1 O 1 O )*, 
( 1 -1 0 0 0 )T,( 2 0 0 0 0 )*,}, 
C(O) = span{( 1 1 1 O o )*, ( o 1 O 1 O )*, 
( 1 -1 0 0 O ) * }  
then C(0)  c C2(0) but not C(0) = C2(0) . . 
The following example shows that in some cases we are not able 
t o  establish any relation of maximal controllability distributions 
defined for a nonlinear system and an approximation of it. 
E x a m p l e  3.2 Consider the systems C and C2 with 
g i ( s ) = ( 1  +z2,1,1,0,1)T,  9 2 ( r ) = ( 0 , 1  +z3,o11,z;)*,  
g : (z )=(1  +X2,1,1,0,1)T,  g:(I)=(0,1+23,0,1,O)' .  
For C2 and C as above we have that C2(0) # C(O), with which 
we mean that neither C'(0) c C(0) or C ( 0 )  c C2(0) are true. 
A few calculations show that Ci(0) = Co(O), C;(O) = C1(0), 
Ci(O)= C'(O), CZ(0) = C(O), with 
C2(0)= span{( 1 1 1 0 1 )=,( 0 1 0 1 0 )*, 
( 1 -1 0 0 0 )T,( 2 0 0 0 0 )T}, 
C(O)= span{( 1 1 1 O 1 )T, ( o 1 O 1 O 
( 1  -1 0 0 O ) T , ( 2  0 0 0 -2)T}  
Therefore we have C(0) # C'(0) with no inclusion relation among 
them. 
An explanation of the underlying idea in the Examples 3.1 and 
3.2 is in order. Consider the systems C ( C k )  and the set of vec- 
torfields associated to  them {f ,qi , .  . . ,grn}({.P,gF',. . . , gk'}) ,  
respectively. It will be shown that for every Lie bracket up to 
order (k - 1) of the vectorfields f , g , , . .  . ,gm there exist a Lie 
bracket of the same order with the vectorfields fk, gt-', . . . ,&-' 
such that they agree when evaluated a t  the equilibrium. This is 
a rough statement of what is claimed in Proposition 3.3, below. 
From this proposition a fundamental conclusion will be made, 
namely, suppose the system C is locally strong accessible at 0, 
i.e., dim C(0) = n, then there exist an integer s* 2 0, such that 
the Lie Brackets up to order s* of the vectorfields f ,g i , .  . .gm 
span C(0) .  Then it suffices to  take the (9' + 1)-th Taylor series 
approximation of C to  ensure that is also locally strong 
accessible a t  0 and that C"+'(O) = C(0). Evenmore, if the dis- 
tributions ci(~), i E m, are assumed to be of constant dimension, 
then 8.  5 n. Now, if the strong accessibility assumption on C is 
dropped, i t  is reasonable to  expect that the equality of C(0)  and 
Ck(0) for any k 2 0, will in general not be obtained. 
In the Examples 3.1 and 3.2, observe that C, in both cases, is not 
locally strong accessible a t  0. Only the third order approximation 
of C will be such that C(0) = CS(0) because the system C equals 
its third order approximation. 
The next result relates the distributions C:(i) with C,(s) for 
i = O,l,. . . , I C  - 1. Making an abuse of notation, for any distri- 
bution D ( s ) ,  (D(z))~, denotes the k-th order Taylor series ap- 
proximation of every vectorfield X(z) E D(z) .  Similarly, for 
X ( z )  E D ( z ) ,  we let (A'(z))~ be the k-th order approximation 
of A'(.) around the equilibrium. 
Proposi t ion 3.3 Consider the analytic systems C, Ck, for a fixed 
k 2 1 and the distributions C,, C,!, i = 0,1,. . . , as defined in 
(3). Then 
(c,!(z))"-'-' = (C:(s))k-'-*, i = O,l , .  . . , k - 1. 
i.e., for each dF(z) E C,(Z) there exist a x(z) E C:(z) such that 
(A')'-'-' = aiid vice versa. . 
Proof .  See the appendix where a similar result for controllability 
distributions is proven. The proof follows by taking A* = T d l .  . 
From Proposition 3.3 follows that Cf(0) = C,(O), i = 0 , .  . . , k - 1. 
Example  3.4 Consider the systems C and Cz of Examples 3.1 
and 3.2. Observe that for these systems we have C,'(O) = C;(O), 
for i = 0,1,  in both cases. Only these relations are valid but 
not for i = 2 because it yields the results illustrated in previous 
examples. 
Although in general, C k ( 0 )  # C(O), for an arbitrary k >_ 1, it 
is desirable to  know if there exists a minimal nonnegative integer 
s* for which C"'(z), t,he accessibilit,y distribution associated with 
E"', yields C"'(0) = C(0).  An answer to this question is given in 
Corol lary 3.5 Consider the nonlinear system E. Assume C is 
locally strong accessible a t  0 and let T be the smallest nonnegative 
integer for which dim C,(O) = dim C(0) = n, on M. Then 
C''(0) = c(o), S* = 7 + 1, 
with C"'(Z) the accessibility distribution associated with E"'. . 
The concept of accessibility distribution is closely related to  that 
of maximal controllability distribution contained in the kernel of 
the output map. In the next section we define similar objects for 
C and Ckand find a relation among them. 
4. Control labi l i ty  Distr ibut ions contained in  t h e  Kerne l  
of the O u t p u t  Map defined for C a n d  Ck 
In this section we will investigate the relation, if any, of the 
maximal controllability distribution contained in the kernel of the 
output map defined for C a t  the equilibrium, with the analogous 
object defined for Ck. To some extent, a controllability distribu- 
tion II can be seen as the nonlinear analogue of a controllability 
subspace R contained in the kernelof the output of a linear system 
of the form E'. One difference lies in the fact that the dynam- 
ics of a linear system restricted to  R are controllable and thus 
stabilizable ([WO]), while in the nonlinear setting, the dynamics 
restricted to  II are not necessarily stabilizable, see e.g. [vdW],[Br]. 
Observe also that by definition, a controllability distribution is lo- 
cally controlled invariant. 
By means of the next example we will emphasize the importance 
of knowing the relation at  the equilibrium of these kind of distri- 
butions between a nonlinear system and an approximation of it. 
In particular, we study the case when for a nonlinear system and 
the linear approximation of it, the Triangular Decoupling Problem 
(TDP) is solvable and compare the solutions obtained from the 
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linearization with the solutions of the original nonlinear problem. 
This comparison is based on specific controllability distributions 
defined for both systems. Therefore we briefly review the main 
ideas for solving the TDP. 
Given the system C, the problem consists in findiiig a regular 
static state feedback as defined in (1) such that the closed loop 
system C together with (1) is triangular decoupled. That is, VI 
affects y1 and possibly yz, . . . , ym; ~2 influences yz and possibly 
y3,. . . , ym but not ylr etc., (see [NI, [ R N l ] ,  for details). 
Necessary and sufficient conditions to solve the TDP for C are 
given in terms of (AP)*, the maximal controlled invariant distri- 
bution contained in 
P 
,= 1 kerdh,, p = O , l ,  ..., m, (4) 
with (A")* := C(z), the accessibility distribution of S .  
Theorem 4.1((RN1]) 
Assume the svstem C satisfies dim clh(C(z)) = m. for all z E 
Ad, and suppbse that (Ap)*, (A.). n G, with (A.)* the largest 
controlled invariant distribution in ( A ) ,  have constant dimension 
for p = 0,1, .  . . , m. Then the TDP is locally solvable on A f  if and 
only if 
These facts are used in Example 4.2 below. 
Example 4.2 ([RNl]) Consider the nonlinear control system 
dim ( ( A p ) * n G )  = m - p ,  p = O,l , .  . . ,m.  
i l  = U1 + z:, 
x2 = u1 + e-Q, u2 yz = 1 2 .  (5) 
y1 = X I ,  
i3 = + e*z - x 2  - 1 + XI, 
The control objective is to solve the TDP for ( 5 ) .  It can be checked 
that the conditions stated in Theorem 4.1 are satisfied and thus 
type, as 191, namely: i ( ~ 1 )  = 0, = 0, 3,, 0, for 
all E R;,  with & ( z )  := ~ I Z I + ~ Z ~ Z + ~ ~ Z ~ ,  Pll(z) :=gI1,  BI2(z) = 
g12. But since the distributions R; and JI; do not agree at  the 
equilibrium then (7) does not correspond to the linearization of 
(8). On the other hand, whenever these distributions agree at  0 
we are able to approximately solve locally the original nonlinear 
TDP by using the linear feedback (7). 
To state the main result of this section an assumption concerning 
A* and A; is made. 
Assumption 3 
Consider the systems C and C k .  Suppose that A;(O) = A*(O). 
Remark 4.3 If this assumption is dropped it seems not to be pos- 
sible to conclude any relation between n*(O) and n;(O); at  least 
not by analysis of the Algorithm. This can be readily seen from 
the first step of the Algorithm applied to C and C k .  Sufficient 
conditions for the systems C and C k  to satisfy Assumption 3 are 
analogous to  those given in [RN2]. where the systems C k  and Xk+l  
were treated. Observe also that for the Example 4.2, Assumption 
3 is fulfilled. 
Theorem 4.4 
Consider the systems C, C k ,  k 2 1 and the constant dimensional 
distributions A*, A;, together with the Algorithm. Provided As- 
sumptions (1-3) are satisfied then 
(i) ( ~ : ( z ) ) k - I - j  = (n , (~))~- ' - j ,  j = O,1,. . . , k - 1. 
(ii) n:(O) = n,(O), j = O,1,. . . , k - 1. 
(iii) If P ( k )  = k* = j for a fixed j in the set {0,1,. . . , k - 1) 
then Q(0) = n*(O). 
(vi) If k*(k) < k' and k*(k) 5 j for some fixed j in the set 
{0,1,. . . , k - 1 )  then n;(O) C n*(O), 
where II,k (n,) corresponds to the j - th  step of the Algorithm ap- 
plied to C. (Ek). 
the TDP is locally solvable for (5). 
The linearization of (5) around ( ~ 0 ~ ~ 1 0 )  = (0,O) is given by 
il = t i l ,  
iz = 61 + ii*, $2 = 22. (6) 
$3 = til + 21, 
$1 = 21, 
Now, the solutions for the linear TDP are characterized in terms 
of the maximal controllability distribution contained in the kernel 
of d$l, denoted as Ri and given by R; = span{(OIO)T}. Any 
feedback law ii = Fz + Gi, which leaves the system (6) triangular 
decoupled is of the form 
with 911 # 0, g22 # 0. For thehonllnear system (5) it can be shown 
that n; = span {e, ,&I, where n; is the maximal controllabil- 
ity distribution containe in the kernel of dy,. But any feedback 
which leaves the nonlinear system (5) triangular decoupled must 
have the form 
with /311(z) # 0, &(z) # 0. Then. when f13 # 0 in (7), (7) does 
not correspond to a linearization of (S), i.e., the linear solution is 
not a first order approximation of a true solution for the nonlinear 
TDP. Basically, the reason for which the linear feedback law (7)  
is not a linearization, in general, of (S) is because of the following: 
for a system with m = 2 which is triangular decouplable, any 
feedback of the form (1) leaving the system triangular decoupled 
must satisfy, [N2],[RNl]: 
X ( a 1 ) ( z )  = 0, X(Pl l ) (Z)  = 0 Pl2(.)  = 0, (9) 
for all vectorfields X(z) E II;. Note that the feedback (8) satisfies 
(9). The feedback (7) also must satisfies conditions of the same 
Proof. The proof is given in the Appendix. 
Remark 4.5 Shortly said, Theorem 4.4 (i) assures that for every 
element in n,(z) there exist an element in n:(r) which agree up 
to terms of order k - 1 with respect to x. Part (ii) states that 
given the fact that the maximal controlled invariant distributions 
of C and C'agrce at  2 = 0, (see also [RN2]), then the first k - 1 
steps of the Algorithm applied to C and Ek are equivalent a t  the 
equilibrium. 
Part (iii) assures that II; and II* agree at the equilibrium pro- 
vided a restrictive condition holds: the Algorithm terminates a t  
the same step j 5 k - 1 when applied to C and Ck. Fart (vi) con- 
templates the case when the Algorithm terminates for Ck before 
it stops for C and a t  the same time k' (k)  satisfies k-(k) 5 k - 1. 
Hence, a relation of n*(O) and ni(0) has only be eqtablished in 
the cases specified in (2) - (izi). Given the examples in Section 3, 
it is not possible to show such a relation in general. 
5. Conclusions 
A relation, a t  an equilibrium point, between maximal control- 
lability distributions defined for a nonlinear system and the k-th 
order Taylor series approximation of it is given, provided partic- 
ular maximal controlled invariant distributions defined for both 
systems agree at  the equilibrium. We found a minimal nonneg- 
ative integer s" for which locally strong accessibility of the s*-th 
order Taylor series approximation of a nonlinear system implies 
this property on the original nonlinear system provided Assump- 
tion 1 is satisfied. Whenever the solutions for a nonlinear synthesis 
control problem are characterized in terms of maximal controlla- 
bility distributions we have identified some cases in which it is 
possible to locally approximately solve the nonlinear problem by 
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using a solution obtained from the associated problem for the k-th 
order Taylor series approximated system. 
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Appendix 
The proof of Theorem 4.4 is done basically by analysis of the Al- 
gorithm applied to  E and Ck. The proof is done by induction and 
the first two steps will be stated in the next lemmas. Throughout, 
we suppose that Assumptions (1-3) hold for E and Ck. 
In the subsequent discussion the fact that A'(0) = A;(O), (As- 
sumption 3) plays a decisive role. From Theorem 3.4 of (RN2] 
it can be seen that whenever A'(0) = A;(O) then we can always 
express A*(z) and A;(.) as 
A*(z) = span {&'(z) + dir(z), . . . 7  $-'(z) + &(.)I 
A;(.) = span {dt- ' (z)  + &l(z),. . . ,d;-'(z) + d:;'(z)}, 
AC31,1986, pp. 823-830. 
N0.5, 1985, pp. 474-477. 
15, 1979, pp. 387-402. 
(A.1) 
for some integer p such that n 2 p > 0 and where &(z), (d i , ( r ) ) ,  
i E p ,  denotes a possible infinite (finite) series of terms of or- 
der k and higher with respect to  (w.r.t.) 5,  respectively. Note 
that &(z) and &(z) have in general different terms of order 
k and higher w.r.t. z. In what follows, notice that the terms 
d i r ( Z ) >  di8(z),  i E p, have no relevant importance in the manipu- 
lations. The reason for this is, loosely speaking, that we are in- 
terested in the first k - 1 steps of the Algorithm and this involves 
somehow, only the first k - 1 terms of any element in A*, A;. 
Concerning the first step in the Algorithm we have 
Lemma A. l  Consider the constant dimensional distributions no, 
II,k and A*, A; as in (A.1). Then ( l Io(z))k-l  = (n ; (~) )~- l .  m 
Proof. The proof is done if we show that for all X E n o  there 
exists a vectorfield -9 E 11; such that (-Y(X))~-'  = (-*(z))~-' and 
conversely. Let S E n o  = A* n G. X can be expressed as 
S ( x )  = CY~(Z)&~(Z)  + . ' .  + ap(z)d:-l(z) 
( A 4  +a1(z)&(z) + ... + a p ( z ) d p v ( z )  = Pl(S)gf-'(+) + + Pm(z)&l(x) 
+Pl(z)gly(x) + . + Bm(z)gmr(Z) 
where we have written gi (z)  = g:-'(z) +gir(2), i E p, with gir(z) 
a possible infinite series of terms of order k and higher w.r.t. z 
and a,, P j ,  i E p, j E m some set of analytic functions. The 
(k - 1)-th order approximation of X in (A.2) is: 
(X(z))k-l = (al(z)d:-'(z) + . . . + ap(z)C$-'(z))k-1 
= (PI(z)gf-'(z) + ... + Pm(z)gCS;l(z))k-'. (A.3) 
Note that in (A.3) we have: cq(z)&'(z) + . - *  + op(z)di-'(z) E 
A;(z), @l(x)gt-l(z) + + Pm(t)y$'(s) E Gk(z). Hence it fol- 
lows from (A.3) that (S(Z))~-~ E (A; n Gk)k- l (z) ,  i.e., there ex- 
ists a vectorfield A' E A; n Gk such that ( X ( Z ) ) ~ - '  = ( *q (~ ) )~ - ' ,  
stated differently (IIo(z))k-' c (~I$(z))~-'. The converse inclu- 
sion can be shown as follows. 
Let no be given by span { X I , .  .. , &} = no, 5 p. By the forego- 
ing, thereexist vectorfieldsr;'l,. . . , & E IIt2 SO that (-Y~(z))~-' = 
(&(Z))~-], i E I .  In particular Xi(0)  = Xi(0) .  Now, since the 
dimension of IIO is constant on M, the vectorfields A'i(O), i E 4 
are independent. Hence we have 
span {XI(o), . . . , &(o)} = II~(o). (A-4) 
But since 1: has also constant dimension on hf, then dim (n;) = 
dim@). Thus th,e vectorfields zi, i E I ,  are 50 that n$(z) = 
span {XI(.), . . . , X c ( z ) } .  
Next, suppose there exists a vectorfield ? E IIi for which 
(P( z))k- '  ff (no( z))k-'. (A.5) 
Since ~ ( r )  E II;(~) we rewrite ~ ( z )  as ~ ( z )  = f: yi(z)~ii(z) 
with - % i ( ~ ) ~  i E e, satisfying (A.4), for some analytic functions 
yi(i), i E e. But for each Xi(.) 5 n:(z) there exists a vector- 
field &(.) E no(.) such that (-Yi(~))~-l = (Xi(z))"-'. Hence 
( $ ' ( ~ ) ) ~ - l  can be written as a linear combination of vectorfields 
(-Yi(~))~-l, i E 4. Thus equation (A.5) does not hold and the 
proof is completed. 
The following Lemma is instrumental to relate the second step of 
the Algorithm for C and Ek. This step is: 
i=l 
With respect to (A.6), define the distributions: 
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L e m m a  A.2 Assume the distributions distributions D1, Dt  are 
constant dimensional on A l .  Then (Dl)k-2  = (D;)k-'. 
A useful result which is often used in the proofs is 
Proposition A.3 CoFsider the vectorfields X ,  x, Y, ?, in U, 
such that (X(z))j = (X(?))J2 ( Y ( I ) ) ~  = (P(Z) )~ ,  with j 2 k 2 0. 
Proof. The proof is immediate. 
Proof  of L e m m a  A.2 First we show that given any Y E D1 
there exists a f' E Of such that (Y)k-2 = (? )k -z ,  which implies 
that 
Then ( [ X , ~ ] ( Z ) ) ~ - '  = ( [X , l ' ] (~ ) )~ - l .  U 
( Dl)k-2 c (0:)"'. (A.8) 
Take any X E no, 2 E @, such that (X)"' = (k)'-', see 
Lemma A.l. Then using Proposition A.3 
( [ g , , ~ ] ( x ) ) ~ - ~  = ( [ g f ' , - f ] ( ~ ) ) ~ - ~ ,  i E z. (A.9 1 
To see this we rewrite g ; ( r )  as g;(z) = g"-'(z) + Si7(.), i E 111, 
where Sir(.) is a possible infinite series of terms of order k and 
higher w.r.t. I .  Then we have 
[ s~ ,x ] ( I )  = [ g f - - ' , ~ ] ( ~ )  + [giv,,y](z), (A.lO) 
and the last term of the right hand side of (A.lO) has terms of 
order (k - 1) w.r.t. I and higher. By a similar procedure and 
using Proposition A.3 we obtain that 
([f, X ] ( z ) ) k - Z  = ( [ f k , R ] ( z ) ) k - 2 .  (A. l l )  
where we have rewritten f (z )  as f(r)  = fk(z) + fi(r), and fr(x) 
is a possible infinite series of terms of order 12 + 1 w.r.t. x and 
higher. Observe finally, that given any g E G there exists a 
ijk-' E Gk such that (g(z ) )k -2  = ($-l(~))~-~. Just recall that 
G = span {g l ,  . . . , gm} and Gk = span {si-', . . . , gk-'}. 
The converseof (A.S) is shown next. Let span { X I , .  . . , S t }  = D1, 
(dim D1 = e) .  From the discussion above notice that there exist 
vectorfields -q1,. .  ,*( E D f  such that (.Y,(z))'-' = (*f;(jz))'-', 
i E 8. Moreover, it follows from the above tha.t X,(O) = A',(O), 
i E 8. Assume D1 and D: have constant dimension on A1 and 
proceed further with similar arguments as done in the converse 
The relation between the second step of Algorithm fur C and X k  
is stated in the 
L e m m a  A.4 Consider the systems C, I?, the distributions A*, 
A: as in (A.l) and the second step of the Algorithm. Then 
Proof. Recall from Lemma A.1 !hat (&(Z))~-' = (n6(1))~-', 
i.e., for any X E no there exists a X E such that (X(Z))'-' = 
( k ( ~ ) ) ~ - l  and conversely. Let now D1 = span {-Yl,. . ,&}, 
where each Xi ,  i E has a possible infinite Taylor series about 0. 
Assume that dim (n,) = dim (A' n 01)  # 0. Let Y E A* n D1, 
then Y can be expressed as 
proof of Lemma A.l. w 
(rIl)"-2 = ( r q k - 2 .  I 
Y ( z )  = a,(s)d:(z) + . . . + ap(z)d,(.) 
+al(I)dlr(z) + ... + ap(s)d,+) (A.12) 
= pl(s)X:-2(z) + . . . + pt(5)X:-2(z) 
+Pl (Z)Xl . ( I )  + . . . + Pf(Z)Xf.(Z), 
where di, di,, are as in (A.I),  Xi, i E 1, has been rewritten as 
X;(s) = X,"-'(Z) + Xi.(z) with X,.(x) is a possible infinite series 
oftermsoforderk-1 andhigherw.r.t. xanda; ,  &, i E p ,  j E 4 
are some set of analytic functions. Take the (k - 2)-th order ap- 
proximation of Y and proceed in a similar way as in the proof of 
Lemma A.l. w 
Remark A.5 Note that from the definition of D1 and Df is clear 
to  see that D l ( x )  C C~(Z) ,  D t ( z )  c C~(I). Recall from Propo- 
sition 3.3 that C:(O) = C,(O) for i = 0,1,. . . ,k - 1. This fact 
plays a decisive role in the analysis of the sucessive steps of the 
Algorithm. Also notice that from Lemma A.4 it turns out that 
P r o o f  of T h e o r e m  4.4 The proof of (i) is done by induction. 
The first two steps have been proven in Lemma A.l and A.4. We 
shall proof in the (k - 1)-th step that: 
( n k - 1 ) O  = ( G - l ) O ?  (A.13) 
i.e., for each X E n k - 1  there exists a ,f E so that ( S ) O  = 
(z)', or shortly, X(0)  = R(0). Assume that in the (k-2)-th step 
i.e., for every Y E I lk- ]  there exists a = 
(p)', in other words, X and .f agree up to the first order term 
w.r.t. 5. In the (k-1)-th step of the Algorithm applied to C and 
C"define the distributions 
q ( 0 )  = rIl(0). 
we have (rIk-1)k-1-(k-2)  = ( I I k - l ) l  = (n;J-1-@-') = (rIi-])l, 
E IIk-l such that 
and assume Dk-1, Di-l to be of constant dimension on hf. To 
prove that 
(&-I )" = (Dt-1)" (A.15) 
proceed in an analogous way as done in the proof of Lemma A.l . 
To show (A.13) suppose dim I I k - 1  = dim (A.nDk-1) # 0, then 
each vectorfield Y E (A*() Dk-1) can be expressed as 
Y(z) = cI1(Z)df(Z) + .  . . + cIp(r)d;(.T)+ 
= PI(.)S,O(T) + . ' . + P ~ , ( r ) s , q ( x ) +  
P1(z)-Y,,(z) + . . ' + Pc , ( .T ) .%,* (n) ,  
(A.1G) c ~ , ( r ) d ~ , ( r )  + ... + ap(x)dpr(r.) 
where cI,~(~) are as in (A. l )  and d Y , a ( ~ ) ,  i E 5, is a possible 
infinite series of terms of order one and higher w.r.t. x and 
a,, p,, j E 112, z E 1, some set of analytic functions. Take the 
0-th order approximation of Y and continue in a similar way as 
in the proof of Lemma A.l. 
Parts (ii)-(vi) are direct consequences of (i). w 
R e m a r k  A.6 If we attempt to  compare the 12-th step of the Al- 
gorithm applied to C and Ckwe will notice that, if a e  define the 
distributions D,, Dk in a similar way as in (A.14) the equality 
Dk(0)  = D i ( 0 )  is in general not true. 
R e m a r k  A.7 A very particular situation arises when we deal with 
C1 (the standard linearization of E) and E. Since in this case we 
have that C:(O) c C,(O) for j = 0,1, .  . . If we pursue an analysis 
of the Algorithm for these systems as done above, we will conclude 
that n;(O) C H*(O). 
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